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https://manai.me/institute/

A world
you can only see
through
immersing yourself
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Philosophy of Manai
Do What You Love
Manai's mission is to create such a world where
people can freely immerse themselves in the things
they love. The human race had to sacrifice a lot in
order to gain freedom. Through the tireless efforts
of our ancestors, many of us are able to live a life
free of oppression, feudal systems, doctrines and
traditions.
But now, if you look around, there are many people
who are unconsciously oppressed by morality,
collective promises, moods, pressure and restricted
behavior.
We believe that you will be free in the true sense
when you are able to immerse yourself with curiosity and your own belief – without getting held back
by common sense, unspoken rules, and peer
pressure that holds us back from freedom.

Create a place for people to meet
'academics · peers · coaches ·
self-affirmation'
Manai will create a world where people can truly
and freely pursue the things they love. Learning is
the only way to make people free. By learning,
people become free from the narrow world view and
customs, the fixed ideas created by the atmosphere,
and they will be able to live their own lives.
Manai will create a place where people can meet
different disciplines. There, one can find what they
are interested in and experience the immersion in
the study -where they can act based on impulse
and/or gut feelings.
Manai will create a place where people can meet
lifetime peers. Peers to cooperate with, sometimes
even compete with and work hard together - these
relationships will surely continue for a lifetime.
Manai will create a place where people can gain
coaches. Elders you will meet at Manai may not be a
typical teacher. They are people who can enjoy
studying thoroughly by themselves and constantly
pursue their passion and lead people through their
own actions.
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Manai will create a place where ‘self-affirmation’
will occur. Originally, schools are not meant to be a
place just to learn things.
It is a place to gain confidence and peace of mind
through experiencing feelings like “I can do it” or “I
am okay as I am.” The sense of “I can do it” is the
driving force to challenge the difficult things at first
glance, and the sense that “I am okay as I am” is the
foundation of the spirit to take another step.

Update our learning
People learn only from immersion. When you are
deeply immersing yourself to something, you learn
as much as you can in the process. Even if it is
unbalanced, Manai will place importance on
exploring and digging deeply into the subjects of his
or her interests. Everyone gathering at the same place,
at the same time, acquire knowledge in a one-way
method, memorizing and reproducing it in tests.
Repeating this does not allow people to immerse
themselves in their favorite things and learn in a
way that sets them free. We know that, and a lot of
people also already know. Learning makes people
free. We want to update our learning so that people
can be motivated by the voices in their head, learn
by getting immersed, and become free.

Manai Institute of
Science and Technology
Management Representative

Ryuichi Nomura

Why Science?

Why Research?

Science is a creative engine that has the power to
shape dreams. Advances in science can help bring
those “I wish” thoughts to life. It is also the most
powerful weapon to design and create the future; it
is also a language common to humankind beyond
the times and places. Using science as a weapon to
make dreams worldwide and solve problems. We
would like to help shape people that can use science
daily and think of ways to apply it while verbalizing
it in their own words.

Manai will not have a typical lecture style learning,
but will have the students’ research as a main
method of learning. We learn the most when we are
proactively approaching things. We can explore
further and deeper by immersing ourselves. Investigate thoroughly. That is research. Analyze, investigate in detail, make hypotheses, plan an experiment
and seek solutions to every problem repeatedly.
Experiencing those in depth, creates a sense of
self-affirmation, creative thinking and problem-solving will enrich one’s life. Students will
choose research themes that they are interested in
and proactively learn by themselves, which will help
them grow with new knowledge and discoveries.
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Manai’s Values

Independence
We learn the most when we are
independently approaching things.
Manai’s students will start the trial and error
process from looking for a research theme that they
can be interested in. They will set research topics,
make hypotheses, verify, and present their research
results to the world. Together with the support of
Mentors and experts, they will immerse in their
passion. This way, students can gain maximum
learning by challenging the fields of their interests.

Diversity
The important value at Manai is
to affirm the difference from others.
To acknowledge the differences can be the biggest
factor in research and in cooperation with others
and also important in the process of creating new
things.
A diverse group that goes beyond nationality,
gender, age and background with different ideas can
help students grow to their potential and expand
their horizon.
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Features of Manai
At Manai, we will update the education “norm”.
We will maximize the students' free learning and guide them to a world
where they can reach upon immersing.

Research-centered Program

Mentoring by science professionals

Students will continuously conduct science
research of their own interests and express
themselves to the world through their research.

Mentors will guide students’ research projects
and maximize their learning experiences.

Practical workshops on various topics

Networking with experts and peers

We deliver workshops in order to:
・equip students with essential research skills
・learn valuable scientific knowledge
・to widen their perspectives and stimulate
curiosity.

We do not “lock” students into a box called
school. We provide a global bridge from
students to other top academics, experts and
peers for cooperation and collaboration in
various fields.
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Student life after enrollment

Practical
Workshops

Explore
Interests

Networking

Decide
Topics

Mentoring

Presentation

Hands - on
Experiments

Research
Experiments

Extracurricular

The students decide the research theme
Manai's students will spend three years primarily
working on their research projects. As a first step,
the students will start by searching for a research
theme that they are interested in. Students can
expand their knowledge and perspective in science
by not only participating in programs other than
research (i.e. workshops, hands-on experiments,
extracurricular activities), but also connecting to
researchers in various fields through the networks
of Manai Community such as the Mentors,
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Alumni students, and collaborators all over the
world. Students will determine a research theme
based on their passion and interests. Research will
then officially start. It is up to the students themselves to expand and deepen their research and
learn in the process. Mentors remain close to the
students and guide them so that the students can
make a steady progress in their research while
fostering students’ autonomy.

Mentoring
Mentoring plays a big role on working on research-centered programs. The Manai Mentors,
who are science educators and researchers at top institutes from all over the world, will guide
the research and support the learning experiences in various ways.

Mentoring includes
●
●
●
●
●

Deciding a research topic based on students’ curiosity and interests
Introducing students to appropriate literatures, researchers and/or research institutes
Helping students plan and conduct experiments
Checking the progress of research and giving students advice
Preparation for a presentation and giving a feedback

Mentors
Gaku Nagashima

Fred Junghans

M.S. in Applied Physics from Harvard University
B.S. in Physics from SUNY Stony Brook

B.Sc./M.Sc. in Biochemistry from MLU Halle/Wittenberg
His main expertise in research is molecular biology and
oncology.

Cristina Valle

Ildar Gaisin

University lecturer; mathematics consultant for an IT
company
Ph.D. in Mathematics and Information Science from
Tokyo Metropolitan University
M.S. in Mathematics from University of Turin

JSPS research fellow at the University of Tokyo
PhD at Sorbonne, Paris VI
Masters at University of Cambridge in mathematics
B.S. at University of Cambridge in mathematics

Pavel Prosselkov

Alexander Tang

Used to work for RIKEN BSI (Japan) and Queensland
Brain Science Institute (Australia)
PhD in Veterinary Medicine (Tokyo Uni)
Cand.Sci. in Biochemistry
MS in Biology and Biology Teaching
Interested in brain, behavior, intelligence, and evolution

Lecturer at the School of Biological Sciences, University
of Western Australia
Ph.D in Neuroscience from University of Western
Australia

Stephen Lee

Sarah Kostinski

Ph.D Candidate in the Department of Biomedical
Engineering at Columbia University. M.S. in Biomedical
Engineering from Columbia University

Postdoctoral researcher in the Department of Chemistry
at Tel Aviv University
Ph.D in Physics from Harvard University

Da Guo

Josephine Ng

Postdoctoral Scholar at Okinawa Institute of Science and
Technology Graduate University
Ph.D. in Neuroscience from University of Tübingen

Postdoctoral Scholar at Tufts University
Ph.D. in Molecular Cell Biology from Innsbruck Medical
University

Concept Director / Mentor

Research Mentor / Experiment Designer

Research Mentor

Research Mentor

Research Mentor

Research Mentor / Experiment Designer

Research Mentor

Research Mentor

Research Mentor

Research Mentor

Ayaka Sugawara
Research Mentor

Assistant Professor at the Center for English Language
Education in Science and Engineering, Waseda
University
Ph.D. in Linguistics from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
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Workshops
At Manai, we prepare workshops in a large variety of topics in science. Workshops are designed by
the Manai Mentors, putting emphasis on practicality.
In order for students to gain new perspectives and deepen their research, they will be introduced to
cutting-edge research, have discussions and refine their presentation skills through the workshops.
They will not only handle science, but also other themes like history, philosophy, art etc. We may
also invite external researchers.

Student’s Research Topic Excerpts
●
●
●

●
●
●
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Design of an autonomous robot end effector for colour-sorting with LEGO®MINDSTORMS®EV3
Homology of incidence structures
Identification of pungent and non-pungent Capsicum annuum L. var. Shishito fruit by chemical and
genetic analysis
Studying a novel regulator of regeneration in newt using the accessory limb model
Assessing the degree of Sociopathy within Japanese high schoolers
Investigation on the construction of Japanese Object-Subject word order
etc...

Comments from Students

This is the ideal school for who loves research! Both the
mentor and the students are wonderful and always
inspired. Mentors are the expert in various scientific
studies, they always give accurate advice. Higher level
research than other schools. Thanks for giving such an
amazing opportunity to learn in Manai!

Manai is a wonderful school. Because all of the mentors
are kind and friendly and they will face my project
seriously. The students who are in Manai are very kind,
too. I decided to attend the Manai because one day I
want to become an engineer and make the robot for
medical applications. I want to recommend Manai if you
want to learn Science more deeply.

Coming to Manai has been a great experience, and has
taught me a lot about science in general. I've been given a
lot more hands on experience thanks to the school and it's
mentors, and given the chance I'd recommend Manai to
anyone interested in science.
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Admissions
Before the official enrollment of the Manai institute, there will be a three-month period of trial.
At Manai, we believe that we cannot fully understand the true abilities and possibilities of
students by one exam and interview. The Trial Period is an important opportunity for both
Manai and students to understand each other and to clarify students’ goals and objectives.

Rolling Admission System
We will continue to accept applications and evaluate students all-year round.

Three-month Period of Trial
All the applicants will participate in the trial period of three months while enrolled in another
institute (middle/high school). They will run their own research and conduct a research
presentation at the end of the Trial Period.

Students Decide When to Enroll
If admitted through the Trial Period, the student will officially enroll. *Possible to postpone
enrollment up to a year after being accepted.

Enrollment

3 months
Trial

1 year

up to

3 years

Examination Fee & Tuition Are Covered by A Scholarship
All costs related to students’ research in Manai will be covered by our supporters during the
three-month period of trial and after enrollment.

Application Requirements
●

●
●

You should currently be enrolled in the third year of junior high school or first year of high school.
( Please consult individually for students other than the grades listed.)
Can communicate in English.
Passion to express themselves through science.

＊Please check our website for the latest updates on information sessions.
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About tuition and donations
At Manai, we will not ask the students to fund their learning. Also, there is no concept of tuition
at Manai. We believe that it is the world that benefits from the blossoming talent itself to nurture
a young talent who is responsible for leading the world in the future and taking responsibility for
advancing humanity.

We are creating communities,
not schools.
Manai is not only an educational institution but
also a community of students, graduates and people
who truly believe that the power of science will
make the world free and will never stop exploring at
diverse stages. People who participate in the community of Manai, will collaborate with various
parts of the world, making joint research, building
businesses, further developing and advancing the
world beyond borders and religions.
We believe that community members of Manai,
who scattered around the world, together can build
a free and peaceful world.

The roles of community members
are diverse.

●
●
●
●

●

Introduce your specialty area to students
Consult students on various topics
Provide the necessary network for research
Support to maintain and expand the
community financially
Assist students’ extracurricular activities

In order to maintain and expand this community, we need the support from not only the students who
participate in Manai, but parents and relatives of those who participate in Manai. We welcome people
who share this vision and support not only your own children, but also many young talented children.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Language
Q : How much English skill is required?
A : The common language is English at Manai

Institute. The condition is to be able to attend
workshops and communicate with Mentors in
English. At the end of the Trial Period, students
will present the research results in English.

Application
Q : What range is the target grade?
A : You should currently be enrolled in the third

year of junior high school or first year of high
school.(Please consult individually for students
other than the grades listed.)

Q : I’m in the second grade of high school,
but am I eligible to apply?
A : Yes. You can apply and if you are admitted

through the Trial, you will be able to attend
Manai until the time you graduate from high
school.(Please consult individually)

Trial Period
Q : What will I do during the Trial Period?
A : You will conduct your own research individual-
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ly. Since the Trial Period is limited, it is not
mandatory to complete the research. You can
present your research from your current status.
You will also be able to attend any workshops
and lectures that are available at Manai.

Q : Can I use everything at the Manai
Institute during the Trial Period?
A : Yes. Along with everything at the Manai

Institute, you can also use partnered Institutes’
equipments as well. For more details, please
contact your Manai Mentor.

Tuition and scholarship
Q : How much is the tuition?
A : Manai has a scholarship system, so there is no

concept of tuition. After making an official
admission decision, we will ask for donation for
operating costs, but it is not mandatory.
Also, since the donation request is after formal
enrollment, the presence or absence of the
contribution and the amount will not affect the
selection.

Q : Is there a chance that I will not receive a
scholarship?
A : Generally, the support will not be unavailable,

but if we decide that the student’s activities are
not very appropriate, it may be out of the subject
of a scholarship.

Enrollment
Q : Do I have to enroll right after the Trial
Period?
A : You can suspend your enrollment up to a year
after being accepted.

Q : Will some people not pass the Trial Period
and not be able to enroll?
A : Yes. Since you will not be officially enrolled in
Manai, you cannot continue taking the subsequent Programs at Manai.

Mentoring & Curriculum
Q : Are there classes like a usual school?
A : There are no classes where the teacher gathers

students in one place in the same place and
teaches students in a one-way form. We will set
up a wide range of workshops, such as ones that
are related to students’ research projects and
stimulate students’ curiosity.

Q : What kind of person will be my Mentor?
A : Mentors will be matched based on the academic
field etc. and the interest of the student. In
addition, we may find and match external
Mentors.

Q : Can I also ask about college or finding
employment to Mentors?
A : Mentors will consult about the course to be

followed and the introduction to the laboratory
according to interests and research content. You
can consult broadly including worries and
troubles with your Mentor.

Q : When will I graduate?
A : Generally, it is a three-year Program. If you are

enrolled transferring from another school
during the academic year, please individually
consult the graduation time. However, there is
no graduation at Manai – all Mentors and Staff
are always available to consult with you about
your career.

Q : Are graduation qualifications granted?
A : You can get a high school qualification by

taking a curriculum at a partner school. Graduation qualifications are not limited to partner
schools and can be selected according to your
career.
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Manai Tokyo BASE
〒162-0843 Ichigaya Cross-place 8F, 2-7-15, Ichigayatamachi,Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan
TEL

03-6455-1299

Web

https://manai.me/

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/manai.institute.of.science.and.technology/?ref=bookmarks

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/manai_edu/

Twitter

https://twitter.com/manai_edu

